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FOREWARD
This is a great pleasure for our Party, All India
Forward Bloc, that we have been able to bring out
this book into light for which we strived with our
best since long, and paid much interest because of its
valuable contents which furthered the scope and
clarity of the political thoughts of our great patriot
and leader Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. Some years
ago, the Central Government of India declassified
few documents from their intelligence archives,
succumbing to the pressure of the people of India in
general and to the pressure of our party in particular,
in connection to Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, Indian
National Army and Azad Hind Government. These
files, in all, were not more than 100 in number,
whereas the total number of files still kept in secret
are no less than thousands. This is one of the biggest
enigma of the political history of India, that even
after 56 years of independence the consecutive
Governments at the centre could not get themselves
ft
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free from fear of the patriotic charishma of Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, and the fear of people's
resentment against the false and motivated campaign
about Netaji's mysterious disappearance, for which
the ruling cilques are still trying to hide up the
voluminous documents on Netaji, and so they are
continuously betraying the country.
I had the opportunity to collect the copies of some
of those declassified documents. These documents
are not to be claimed as 'unpublished', but very
much 'untold' to the people of India and of the
world. I think a presentation of this kind is of first
time in the orbit of research on Netaji since 1945.
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose still remains as the
symbol of anti-imperialist war before the people all
over the world. As the days are going by, it is
becoming more spectacular that imperialism are
purging itself with crises and making-up its brutest
form to get hold its authority. On the other, antiimperialist movements are going deep into masses
and spearheading globally with more intensity.
Imperialists have destroyed Afganistan absolutely,
but could not win it over even a little. Imperialists
have captured Iraq, but could not conquer the
country. The presence of their army men and
diplomats of all ranks there are very much at stake.
They are now hunted up with the spectre of another
Vietnam war.
•
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2.
The documents collected here sharply upholds the
very essence of these anti-imperialist struggles,
uttered some decades ago by Netaji Subhas Chandra
Bose, that freedom is no sort of begging or
understanding, rather it demands a relentless fight
based on the spirit of non-compromise and anticompromise. Freedom begets confrontation between
the ruler and the ruled, and inevitably turn into
conflict when the ruled heads for victory.
Secondly, the uniqueness of Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, his treamendous farsights, his strong
capability to analyse the situation, had warned the
people even in 1944 when the Anglo-American
forces were fighting hard against Axis powers that,
'Even if the Allies could somehow win the war, it
will be the United States of America, and not
Britain, that will be the top dog in future and it will
mean that Britain will become a protege of the USA
.... I may say that the ruling clique at Washington is
now dreaming of world domination. Thi
g
clique and its intellectual exponents talk openly of
the 'American Century'.
The point to note is here, it will be no slightest
mistake if we mark the word 'Globalisation' in place
of 'American Century'. Globalisation is the other
name of economic imperialism headed by United
States, embarking upon
of global strategy
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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which as a process started after the end of the Cold
War. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was so sure and
so farm that neo-imperialism would be fostered by
United States and would become the gravest danger
of mankind in future.
Thirdly, Subhas Chandra have had the concept of
imperialism as one and undivided. There is no
separate British or American Imperialism, but as a
whole the World Imperialism which causes for
deaths and miseries of the millions of people of the
world. British Imperialism may be replaced
American, or American by some else, but
imperialism continues. So, what he told in Haripura
Speech of 1938, and reiterated in 1944, that 'ours is
a struggle not only against British Imperialism, but
against World Imperialism as well', is the hardest
reality of twenty-first century. We stand on the verge
of same observation, even today.
And fourthly, it was a very distinct feature of the
thought-process of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose that
on and from 1934-35, for innumerable times he rose
up with the issues of India's reconstruction
programme when it would get free. On all
occassions Netaji evoked for making India a socialist
country, and thus suggested for a comprehensive
programme for building up the nation's economy. In
his Presidetial address at Haripura in 1938, in his
Presidential address at Tripuri in 1939, in his
*
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Presidential address at Naujawan Bharat Sabha, in
his Kabul Thesis of 1941, in his article in a German
journal in 1942, in his Tokyo address in 1944 and in
his major speeches from Berlin Radio and Azad
Hind Radio, Netaji paid lot of stresses on the means
and ways for constructing the free India —
agriculture, industry, education, science and
technology, health, employment, culture — on every
aspect of life.
But, why, and what for these repeated accents? It
was nothing but to have some oral preventives, for
he was sure, that as the course then followed by
Indian National Congress was oriented through
unconditional compromise to the British and was
deep reactionary, the so called freedom that India
could achieve be fallen in the hands of national
capitalists, and they would be controlled by the
agents of neo-imperialism. For the reason, in 1944,
he asserted, There is no guarantee that our
countrymen will be freed merely with the end of the
British rule. After the removal of the foreign rulers,
if power is vested in the hands of the local
reactionary bourgeoisie clan, then the emancipation
of the exploited people will not be achieved.' And in
this case, 'another revolution would be necessary for
building up a new social order of India.'
Exactly that happened in India. MNCs, the agents
of neo-imperialism, are rushing throughout the
*
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country, the administrative power of the country are
in the hands of local reactionaries, the sources of
economy are dominated by the capitalists. The case
is almost same to all the third world countries who
received 'freedom' with the end of the second world
war. Subhas Chandra's pronouncement on India's
reconstruction programme was, in fact, a notice for
the preparation of second revolution or freedomfight.
3.
Document No 1, i.e., 'A Message to Mahatma
Gandhi' was written probably on September 1944. It
was appeared in the English organ of Azad Hind
Government published from Syonan (Singapore).
Though the India Govt.'s archieves have not put any
note or information in this regard, yet there are
reasons to believe so, as we found an advertisement
in the document of a clock company datelined
Syonan. The size of the page and typography also
resembles to the organ. Further to note, there was
another open letter of Subhas Chandra Bose written
to Indian National Congress leader M. K. Gandhi
titled 'Message to Gandhi' (Annexure to Document
No.l) was broadcasted on 6 July 1944. The language
and approach of the letters denotes the difference of
time.
.
Document No. 2, the article 'Free India and Her
*
*
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Problems' appeared in the German periodical 'While
und Macht' in August 1942 when Subhas Chandra
was in Germany. We got it in English from the
archives. We annexed here the most valuable speech
delivered by Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose at Tokyo
University in 1944, for an extension to the ideas.
Document No. 3 is an unsigned article published
in theEnglish organ of the Azad Hind Government
as mentioned before, sometime in 1944. There is
every reason to believe that it was drafted by Subhas
Chandra, as we find a lot of similarities in thought
and language with those used by him in his number
of previous articles. Along with unity and sacrifice
and fraternity, he preached for 'love' all the time,
which means love to people, love to mankind. When
we love something then we render also our
confidence upon that thing, we sow seeds of life
within it, and that is a power what someone may call
supernatural, or God, or what Netaji meant to say
people. Subhas Chandra had neither any form of
loyalty to any religious sect nor he was against any
religious faith, but his army was constituted by the
people of different religious colours with the right to
worship according to their customs. Thereby Subhas
Chandra has had to formulate the way for loving the
people and the country first, and thereafter religious
faith. This unique 'Constitution' may be titled also
as 'How to be a good Cadre' or 'How to be a good
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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Patriot' or so.

We intended to publish this collection on 25th
December 2003, the 79th birthday ceremony of our
beloved leader late Comrade Chitta Basu. He was
General Secretary of our Party for more than two
decades, and passed away in 1997. He was a man of
knowledge, and was a courageous statesman who led
our Party towards a relentless anti-imperialist
struggle with sharp observations and analyses. He
was a respected Parliamentarian, who travelled both
the houses for three decades. To pay deep respect to
Comrade Basu our Party decided to observe the 25th
as 'International Solidarity Day for Anti-imperialist
Struggle' and to organise an International
Convention in Kolkata on the subject. Certainly it is
the best occasion to bring out the book, so also the
best time.
We hope this collection of untold documents,
along with two published speeches, by Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, will definitely help us to be more
concerned about imperialism and to strengthen our
anti-imperialist movement in a more definite way.
Jai Hind.
fvTA./?
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A MESSAGE TO
MAHATMA GANDHI
Mahatmaji,
Now that your health has somewhat
improved, and you are able to attend to public
business to some extent, I am taking the liberty
of addressing a few words to you with a view to
acquainting you with the plans and the activities
of patriotic Indians outside India.
Before I do so, I would like to inform you of
the feelings of deep anxiety which Indians
throughout the World had for several days, after
your sudden release from custody on grounds of
ill-health. After the sad demise of Srirnati
Kasturbaiji in British custody, it was but natural
for your countrymen to be alarmed over the state
of your health. It has, however, pleased
t

a
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Providence to restore you to comparative health,
so that 388 millions of your countrymen may
still have the benefit of your guidance and
advice.
I should next like to say something about the
attitude of your countrymen outside India
towards yourself. What I shall say in this
connection is the bare truth and nothing but the
truth.
There are Indians outside India, as also at
home, who are convinced that Indian
Independence will be won only through the
historic method of struggle. These men and
women honestly feel that the British
Government will never surrender to persuasion
or moral pressure or non-violent resistance.
Nevertheless, for Indians outside India,
differences in method are like domestic
differences.
Ever since you sponsored the Independence
resolution at the Lahore Congress in December,
1929, all members of the Indian National
Congress have had one common goal before
them. For Indians outside India, you are the
creator of the present awakening in our country.
In all their propaganda before the world, they
*

v
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give you that position and the respect that is due
to that position. For the world-public, we Indian
nationalists are all one—having but one goal,
one desire and one endeavour in life. In all the
countries free from British influence that I have
visited since I left India in 1941, you are held in
the highest esteem, as no other Indian political
leader has been, during the last century.
Each nation has its own internal politics and
its own attitude towards political problems. But
that cannot affect a Nation's appreciation of a
man who has served his people so well and has
bravely fought a first-class modern power all his
life. In fact, your worth and your achievements
are appreciated a thousand times more in those
countries that are opposed to the British Empire
than in those countries that pretend to be the
friends of Freedom and Democracy. The high
esteem in which you are held by patriotic Indians
outside India and by foreign friends of India's
Freedom, was increased a hundred-fold when
you bravely sponsored the 'quit India' resolution

Britain's policy while outside India—and from
what I have seen regarding Britain's aims and
intentions throughout the world, I am honestly
convinced that the British Government will
India's
demand
for
recognise
never
Independence. Britain's one effort today is to
exploit India to the fullest degree, in her
endeavour to win this war. During the course of
this war, Britain has lost one part of her territory
to her enemies and another part to her friends.
Even if the Allies could somehow win the war,
it will be United States of America, and not
Britain, that will be top dog in future and it will
mean that Britain will become a protege of the
U.S.A.
In such a situation the British will try to make
good their present losses by exploiting India
more ruthlessly than ever before. In order to do
that, plans have been already hatched in London
for crushing the nationalist movement in India,
once for all. It is because I know of these plans
from secret, but reliable sources, that I feel it my
duty to bring it to your notice.
would be a fatal mistake on our part to
make a distinction between the British
Government and the British people. No doubt
•
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there is a small group of idealists in Britain—as
in the U.S.A.—who would like to see India free.
These idealists, who are treated by their own
people as cranks, form a microscopic minority.
So far as India is concerned, for all practical
purposes the British Government and the British
people mean one and the same thing.
Regarding the war aims of the U.S.A., I may
say that the ruling clique at Washington is now
dreaming of world domination. This ruling
clique and its intellectual exponents, talk openly
of the 'American Century,' that is, that in the
present century the U.S.A. will dominate the
world. In this ruling clique, there are extremists
who go so far as to call Britain the 49th State of
the U.S.A.
There is no Indian, whether at home or
abroad, who would not be happy if India's
freedom could be won through the method that
you have advocated all your life and without
shedding human blood. But things being what
they are, I am convinced that if we do desire
freedom we must be prepared to wade through
blood.
If circumstances had made it possible for us
to organise an armed struggle inside India,
*
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through our own efforts and resources, that
would have been the best course for us. But,
Mahatmaji, you know Indian conditions perhaps
better than anybody else. So far as I am
concerned, after twenty years' experience of
public service in India, I came to the conclusion
that it was impossible to organise an armed
resistance in the country without some help from
outside—help from our countrymen abroad, as
well as from some foreign power or powers.
Prior to the outbreak of the present war, it was
exceedingly difficult to get help from a foreign
power, or even from Indians abroad. But the
outbreak of the present war threw open the
possibility of obtaining aid—both political, and
military—from the enemies of the British
empire. Before I could expect any help from
them, however, I had first to find out what their
attitude was towards India's demand for
freedom. British propagandists for a number of
years, had been telling the world that the Axis
Powers were the enemies of Freedom and,
therefore, of India's freedom. Was that a fact? I
asked myself. Consequently, I had to leave India
in order to find out the truth myself and as to
whether the Axis Powers would be prepared to
4
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give us help and assistance in our fight for
freedom.
Before I finally made up my mind to leave
home and home-land, I had to decide whether it
was right for me to take help from abroad. I had
previously studied the history of revolutions all
over the world, in order to discover the methods
which had enabled other nations to obtain
freedom. But I had not found a single instance in
which an enslaved people had won freedom
without foreign help of some sort. In 1940, I
read my history once again, and once again, I
came to the conclusion that history did not
furnish a single instance where freedom had
been won without help of some sort from
abroad. As for the moral question whether it was
right to take help, I told myself that in public, as
in private life, one can always take help as a loan
and repay that loan later on. Moreover, if a
powerful Empire, like the British Empire, could
go round the world with the begging bowl, what
objection could there be to an enslaved and
disarmed people like ourselves taking help as a
loan from abroad.
I can assure you, Mahatmaji, that before I
finally decided to set out on a hazardous
*
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mission, I spent days, weeks and months in
carefully considering the pros and cons of the
case. After having served my people so long, to
the best of my ability, I could have no desire to
be a traitor to give anyone a justification for
calling me a traitor.
was the easiest thing for me to remain at
home and go on working as I had worked so
long. It was also an easy thing for me to remain
in an Indian prison while the War lasted.
Personally, I had nothing to lose by doing so.
Thanks to the generosity and to the affection of
my countrymen, I had obtained the highest
honour which it was possible for any public
worker in India to achieve. I had also built up a
party consisting of staunch and loyal colleagues
who had implicit confidence in me.
By going abroad on a perilous quest, I was
risking—not only my life and my whole future
career—but what was more, the future of my
party. It I had the slightest hope that without
action from abroad we could win freedom,
would never have left India during a crisis. If I
had any hope that within our lifetime we would
get another chance—another golden opportunity
—for winning freedom, as during the present
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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war, I doubt if I would have set out from home.
But was convinced of two things; firstly, that
such a golden opportunity would not come
within another century and secondly, that
without action from abroad, we would not be
able to win freedom, merely through our own
efforts at home. That is why I resolved to take
the plunge.
Providence has been kind to me. In spite of
manifold difficulties, all my plans have
succeeded so far. After I got out of India, my
first endeavour was to organise my countrymen,
wherever I happened to meet them. I am glad to
say that everywhere I found them to be wide
awake and anxious to do everything possible for
winning freedom for India. I then approached
the Governments that were at war with our
enemy, in order to find out what their attitude
was towards India. I found out that contrary to
what British propagandists had been telling us
for a number of years—the Axis Powers were
now, openly, the friends of India's freedom,
also discovered that they were prepared to give
such help as we desired, and as was within their
own power.
know the propaganda that our enemy has
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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been carrying on against me. But I am sure that
my countrymen, who know me so well, will
never be taken in. One who has stood for
national self-respect and honour all his life and
has suffered considerably in vindicating it,
would be the last person in this world to give
into any other foreign power. Moreover, I have
nothing to gain personally at the hands of a
foreign power. Having received the highest
honour, possible for an Indian at the hands of my
own countrymen, what is there for me to receive
from a foreign power? Only that man can be a
puppet who has either no sense of honour and
self-respect or desires to build up a position for
himself, through the influence of others.
Not even my worst enemy can ever dare to
say that I am capable of selling national honour
and self-respect. And not even my worst enemy
can dare to assert that I was nobody in my own
country and that I needed foreign help to secure
a position for myself. In leaving India, I had to
risk everything that I had, including my life. But
I had to take that risk, because only by doing so
could I help the achievement of India's feedom.
There remains but one question for me to
answer with regard to the Axis powers. Can it be
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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possible that I have been deceived by them?
I believe it will be universally admitted that
the cleverest and the most cunning politicians
are to be found amongst Britishers. One who has
worked with and faught British politicians all his
life, cannot be deceived by any other politicians
in the world. If British politicians have failed to
coax or coerce me, no other politician can
succeed in doing so. And if the British
Government, at whose hands I have suffered
long imprisonment, persecution and physical
assault, has been unable to demoralize me, no
other power can hope to do so.
Moreover, as you personally are aware, I have
been a close student of international affairs. I
have had personal contacts with international
figures before the outbreak of this war. I am,
therefore, no novice, who could be duped by a
shrewd and cunning politician. Last but not
least, before forming an opinion about the
attitude of the Axis powers, I established close
personal contact with important leaders and
personalities in the Axis countries, who are
responsible for their national affairs.
Consequently, I make bold to say that my
countrymen can have the fullest confidence in
*

*
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my judgment of international affairs. My
countrymen abroad will testify to the fact that
since I left India, I have never done anything
which could compromise in the least, either the
honour or the self-respect or the interests of my
country. On the contrary, whatever I have done
has been for the benefit of my nation for
enhancing India's prestige before the world and
for advancing the cause of India's freedom.
Mahatmaji, since the beginning of the War in
East Asia, our enemies have been carrying on a
raging and tearing campaign against Japan. \
shall, therefore, say something about Japan—
particularly because at the present moment, I am
working in the closest co-operation with the
Government, Army and people of Japan.
There was a time when Japan had an alliance
with our enemy. I did not come to Japan, so long
as there was an Anglo-Japanese alliance. I did
not come to Japan, so long as normal diplomatic
relations obtained between the two countries. It
was only after Japan took what I consider to be
the most momentous step in her history—
namely, declaration of war on Britain and
America —that decided to visit Japan of my
own free will.
\
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Like so many of my countrymen, I had read
anti-Japanese propaganda material for a number
of years. Like so many of my countrymen, I did
not understand why Japan went to war with
China in 1937. And like so many of my
countrymen, my sympathies in 1937 and 1938
were with Chungking. You may remember that
as President of the Congress, I was responsible
for sending out a medical mission to Chungking
in December 1938. But what I realised after my
visit to Japan and what many people at home do
not yet realise, is that since the outbreak of the
War in East Asia, Japan's attitude towards the
world in general, and towards Asiatic nations in
particular has been completely revolutionised.
It is a change that has overtaken not merely
the Government, but also the people of Japan. A
new consciousness—what I may best describe as
an Asiatic consciousness—has seized the souls
of the people of Japan.
That change explains Japan's present attitude
towards the Philippines, Burma and India. That
is what explains Japan's new policy in China.
After my visit to Japan and after establishing
close contact with the present day leaders of that
country, I was fully satisfied that Japan's present
i
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policy towards Asia was no bluff but was rooted
in sincerity.
This is not the first instance in history when
an entire nation has been seized with a new
consciousness. We have seen instances of it
before in France during the French revolution
and in Russia during the Bolshevik revolution.
After my second visit to Japan in November
1943, I visited the Philippines, met Filipino
leaders there and saw things for myself. I have
also been in Burma for a fairly long time and I
have been able to see. things with my own eyes
after the declaration of independence. And I
have been to China to find out if Japan's new
policy was real, or if it was a fake. The latest
agreement between Japan and the National
Government of China has given the Chinese
people practically all that they had been
demanding. Japan, under that agreement, has
even agreed to withdraw her troops from China
on the termination of hostilities.
What then is Chungking-China fighting for?
Can one believe that Britain and America are
helping Chungking-China out of purely altruistic
motives? Will not Britain and America demand
their pound of flesh in return for the help that

i
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they are now giving to Chungking to make her
continue the fight against Japan? I clearly see
that Chungking is being mortgaged to Britain
and America, because of past hatred and
antagonism towards Japan.
So long as Japan did not initiate her present
policy towards China, there might have been
some justification or excuse for a Chinese to
seek British and American aid for fighting
Japan. But now that an entirely new chapter in
Sino-Japanese relations has begun, there is not
the slightest excuse for Chungking to continue
her meaningless struggle against Japan. That is
not good for Chinese people; it is certainly not
good for Asia.
In April, 1942, you said that if you were free
to do so, you would work for an understanding
between China and Japan. That was an utterance
of rare statesmanship. It is India's slavery that is
at the bottom, responsible for the chaos in
China. It is because of the British hold over
India that the Anglo-Americans could bluff
Chungking into hoping that sufficient help could
be brought to Chungking, to enable Chungking
to continue the war against Japan. You were
absolutely right in thinking, Mahatmaji, that a
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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free India would work for peace between Japan
and China. I go so far as to say that the freedom
of India will automatically bring about an
honourable understanding between Chungking
and Japan, by opening the eyes of Chungking to
the folly that she is now committing.
Since I came to East Asia and visited China,
have been able to study the Chinese question
more deeply. I find that there is a dictatorship
in Chungking. I have no objection
personally to dictatorship, if it is for righteous
cause. But the dictatorship that rules at
Chungking is clearly under foreign American
influence. Unfortunately, the Anglo-Americans
have been able to deceive the ruling clique at
Chungking into thinking that if Japan could be
somehow defeated, then China would become
the dominant power in Asia. The fact, however,
is that if Japan were defeated by any chance,
then China would certainly pass under American
influence and control. That would be a tragedy
for China and for the whole of Asia.
is through this false hope of becoming the
dominant power in Asia, if Japan could be
somehow defeated, that the ruling clique at
Chungking has entered into an unholy alliance
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with the ruling clique at White House and at
Whitehall. I know something of the propagandist
activities of the Chungking Government in India
and of its efforts to play upon the emotions of
the Indian people and win their sympathy. But I
can honestly say that Chungking, which has
been mortgaged to Wall Street and Lombard
Street, does not deserve the sympathy of the
Indian people any longer, especially after Japan
has initiated her new policy towards China.
Mahatmaji, you know better than anybody
else how deeply suspicious the Indian people are
of mere promises. I would be the last man to be
influenced by Japan if her declarations of policy
had been mere promises. But I have seen with
my own eyes how, in the midst of a world war,
Japan has put through revolutionary changes in
countries like the Philippines, Burma and
National China. Japan is true to her word and her
actions are in full conformity with her
declarations.
Coming to India, I must say that Japan has
proved her sincerity by her deeds. There was a
time when people used to say that Japan had
selfish intentions regarding India. If she had
them, why should she recognize the Provisional
IN SEARCH O F FREEDOM
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Government of Free India? Why should she
decide to hand over the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands to the Provisional Government of Free
India? Why should there now be an Indian Chief
Commissioner of the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands stationed at Port Blair? Last but not least,
why should Japan unconditionally help the
Indian people in East Asia in their struggle for
their Independence?
There are Indians all over East Asia and they
have every opportunity of seeing Japan at close
quarters. Why should three million Indians
distributed all over East Asia, adopt a policy of
the closest co-operation with Japan, if they had
not been convinced of her bonafides and of her
sincerity? You can coerce one man or coax him
into doing what you want him to do. But no one
can coerce three million Indians distributed all
over East Asia.
If Indians in East Asia had taken help from
Japan without putting forward their own efforts
and without making the maxinium sacrifice, they
would have been guilty of wrong-doing. But, as
an Indian, I am happy and proud to be able to
say that my countrymen in East Asia are putting
forward the maximum efforts to mobilise men,
•
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money and materials for the struggle for India's
freedom.
I have had experience at home in collecting
funds and materials and in recruiting men for
national service for a period of twenty years. In
the light of this experience, I can properly assess
the worth and value of the sacrifice that, our
countrymen in East Asia are now making. Their
effort is magnificent. It is because they are
putting forward a magnificent effort themselves
and are prepared to make the maximum sacrifice
that I see no objection to taking help from Japan
for such necessary articles as Arms,
Ammunition, etc., that we ourselves cannot
produce.
Mahatmaji, I should now like to say
something about the Provisional Government
that we have set up here. The Provisional
Government of Azad Hind (or Free India) has
been recognized by Japan, Germany and seven
other friendly powers and this has given Indians
a new status and a new prestige in the eyes of
the whole world. The Provisional Government
has, as its one objective, the liberation of India
from the British yoke, through an armed
struggle. Once our enemies are expelled from
*
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India and peace and order is established, the
mission of the Provisional Government will be
over. It will then be for the Indian people
themselves to determine the form of
Government that they choose and also to decide
as to who should take charge of that
Government.
I can assure you, Mahatmaji, that I and all
those who are working with me, regard
themselves as the servants of the Indian people.
The only reward that we desire for our efforts,
for our suffering and for our sacrifice is the
freedom of our Motherland. There are many
among us who would like to retire from the
political field, once India is free. The remiander
will be content to take up any position in Free •
India, however humble it may be. The spirit that
animates all of us today is that it is more
honourable to be even a sweeper in Free India,
than to have the highest position under British
rule. We all know that there are hundreds of
thousands of able men and women at home to
whom India's destiny could be entrusted, once
c
reedom is achieved.
How much help we shall need from Japan till
last Britisher is expelled from the soil of
*
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India, will depend on the amount of co-operation
that we shall receive from inside India. Japan
herself does not desire to thrust her assistance
upon us. Japan would be happy if the Indian
people could liberate themselves through their
own exertions. It is we who have asked for
assistance from Japan after declaring war on
Britain and America, because our enemy has
been seeking help from other powers. However,
I have every hope that the help we shall receive
from our countrymen at home will be so great
that we shall need the minimum help from
Japan.
Nobody would be more happy than ourselves,
if by any chance our countrymen at home should
succeed in liberating themselves through their
own efforts, or if by any chance, the British
Government accepts your
'Quit India'
Resolution and gives effect to it. We are,
however, proceeding on the assumption that
neither of the above is possible and that an
armed struggle is inevitable.
Mahatmaji, there is one other matter to which
shall refer before I close and that is about the
ultimate outcome of this war. I know very well
the kind of propaganda that our enemies have
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been carrying on in order to create the
impression that they are confident of victory.
But I hope that my countrymen will not be
duped thereby, and will not think of
compromising with Britain on the issue of
independence under the mistaken notion that the
Anglo-Americans will win this war.
Having travelled round the world under wartime conditions with my eyes open, having seen
the internal weakness of the enemy on the IndoBurma frontier and inside India, and having
taken stock of our own strength and resources, I
am absolutely confident of our final victory.
I am not so foolish as to minimise, in the
least, the strength of the enemy. I know that we
have a long and hard struggle in front of us. I am
aware that on the soil of India, Britain will fight
bravely and fight hard in a desperate attempt to
save her Empire. But I know also that, however
long and hard the struggle may be, it can have
but one outcome—namely, our victory.
India's last war of Independence has begun.
Troops of the Azad Hind Fauj are now fighting
bravely on the soil of India and in spite of all
difficulty and hardship, they are pushing
forward, slowly but steadily. This armed struggle
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will go on, until the last Britisher is thrown out
of India and until our Tricolour National Flag
proudly floats over the Viceroy's house in New
Delhi.
Father of our nation! In this holy war for
India's liberation, we ask for your blessings and
good wishes.
JAI HIND
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MESSAGE TO GANDHI
4

Broadcast from Azad Hind Radio, July 6, 1944
i

After the sad demise of Shrimati Kasturba in
British custody, it was but natural for your
countrymen to be alarmed over the state of your
health. For Indians outside India, differences in
method are like domestic differences. Ever since
you sponsored the Independence Resolution at
the Lahore Congress in December 1929, all
members of the Indian National Congress have
had one common goal before them. For Indians
outside India, you are the creator of the present
awakening in our country. The high esteem in
which you are held by patriotic Indians outside
India, and by foreign friends of India's freedom,
was increased a hundred-fold when you bravely
sponsored the 'Quit India' Resolution in August
*
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1942....
would be a fatal mistake on your part to
make a distinction between the British
Government and the British people. No doubt
there is a small group of idealists in Britain—as
in the U.S.A—who would like to see India free.
These idealists, who are treated by their own
people as cranks, form a microscopic minority.
So far as India is concerned, for all practical
purposes, the British Government and the British
people mean one and the same thing. Regarding
the war aims of the U.S.A., I may say that the
ruling clique and its intellectual exponents talk
openly of the 'American Century'. In this ruling
clique, there are extremists who go so far as to
call Britain the 49th State of the U.S.A.
can assure you, Mahatmaji, that before
finally decided to set out on this hazardous
mission, I spent days, weeks and months in
carefully considering the pros and cons of the
case. After having served my people so long to
the best of my ability, I could have no desire to
be a traitor, or to give anyone a justification for
calling me a traitor. Thanks to the generosity and
to the affection of my countrymen, I had
obtained to achieve. I had also built up a party
*
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consisting of staunch and loyal colleagues who
had implicit confidence in me. By going abroad
on a perilous quest, I was risking not only my
life and my whole future carrer, but what was
more, the future of my party. If I had the
slightest hope that without action from abroad
we could win freedom, I would never have left
India during a crisis. If I has any hope that
within our lifetime we could get another
chance—another
golden
opportunity—for
winning freedom, as during the present war, I
doubt if I would have set out from home.
There remains but one question for me to
answer with regard to the Axis Powers. Can it be
possible that I have been deceived by them? I
believe it will be universally admitted that the
cleverest and the most cunning politicians are to
be found amongst Britishers. One who has
worked with and fought British politicians all his
life cannot be deceived by any other politicians
in the world. If British politicians have failed to
coax or coerce me, no other politicians can
succeed in doing so. And if the British
Govenrment, at whose hands I have suffered
long inprisonment, persecution and physical
assault, has been unable to demoralize me, no
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other power can hope to do so. I have never
done anything which could compromise in the
least either the honour or the self-respect or the
interest of my country.
There was a time when Japan was an ally of
our enemy. I did not come to Japan so long as
there was an Anglo-Japanese alliance. I did not
come to Japan so long as normal diplomatic
relations obtained between the two countries. It
was only after Japan took what I considered to
be the most momentous step in her history,
namely, declaration of war on Britain and
America, that I decided to visit Japan of my own
free will. Like so many of my countrymen, my
sympathies in 1937 and 1938 were with
Chungking. You may remember that as President
of the Congress I was responsible for sending
out medical mission to Chungking in December
1938.
Mahatmaji, you know better than anybody
else how deeply suspicious the Indian people are
of mere promises. I would be the last man to be
influenced by Japan if her declarations of policy
had been mere promises.
I should now like to say something about the
Provisional Government that we have set up
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here. The Provisional Government has, as its one
objective, the liberation of India from the British
yoke, through an armed struggle. Once our
enemies are expelled from India, and peace and
order is established, the mission of the
Provisional Government will be over. The only
reward that we desire for our efforts, for our
suffering and for our sacrifice is the freedom of
our motherland. There are many among us who
would like to retire from the political field, once
India is free.
Nobody would be more happy than ourselves,
if by any chance our countrymen at home should
succeed in liberating themselves through their
own efforts, or if by any chance the British
Government accepts your 'Quit India'
Resolution and gives effect to it. We are,
however, proceeding on the assumption that
neither of the above is possible and that an
armed struggle is inevitable. India's last war of
independence has hegun. Troops of the Azad
Hind Fauj are now fighting bravely on the soil of
India and in spite of all difficulty and hardship
they are pushing forward slowly but steadily.
This armed struggle will go on until the Britisher
is thrown out of India and until our Tricolour
i
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National Flag proudly floats over the Viceroy's
House in New Delhi.
Father of our Nation! In this holy war of
India's liberation, we ask for your blessings and
good wishes.
*
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FREE INDIA AND
HER PROBLEMS
The New Awakening
The British occupation of India began in 1757
when one province—namely Bengal—first
passed into the hands of the British. The
occupation was extended by stages and was
finally completed in 1858, after the failure of the
great revolution of 1857. This revolution is
described by the English historians as 'Sepoy
Mutiny', but is regarded by the Indian people as
the * First War of Independence'. In the early
stages, the revolution was very successful, but it
failed at the end, owing to certain defects in
strategy and in diplomacy, on the part of the
Indian leaders. On the British side, both strategy
and diplomacy were superior. Nevertheless the
•
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British could win only with the greatest
difficulty. After the failure of the revolution
there was a reign of terror throughout the
country. The Indian people were thoroughly
disarmed and they continued to be disarmed up
to the present day. They now realise that they
committed the greatest blunder in their history
by submitting to disarmament in 1858, because
disarmament weakened and emasculated the
nation to a large extent.
After the failure of the great revolution of
1857 the Indian people were depressed for a
time. Then, in 1885, with the birth of Indian
National Congress, began the political
awakening—which
was
stimulated
by
revolutions in other parts of the world. With the
beginning of the present century, the nationalist
movement developed two methods, economic
boycott of British goods and secret insurrection.
In 1920, after the last world war, Gandhi
introduced the new method of 'mass civil
7
disobedience , or passive resistance, the object
of which was the overthrow of the foreign
administration even without arms. All these
developments have now brought India to a stage
when it is possible for the Indian people to throw
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out the British from India.
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The Situation Today
The situation in India today is such that the
British are hated by everybody. But while the
vast majority of the people wants to utilise the
present international crisis for overthrowing the
British yoke, a section of the population does not
feel strong enough to do so and therefore wants
to come to a compromise with the British
Government with a view to getting what is
possible out of them. There is no Indian who
co-operates with the British out of moral
conviction. Hence British rule does not rest on
the goodwill of the Indian people but only on
British bayonets.
Many people cannot understand how the
British can dominate such a big country like
India with a comparatively small army. The
secret, however, is that with a small but modern
army, it is possible to suppress a vast but
unarmed population. So long as this modern
army of occupation is not involved in a war with
another power, it can put down by sheer bruteforce any internal upheaval organised by people.
But now that the British are engaged in a war
*
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with other powers and have been considerably
weakened thereby, it has become possible for the
Indian people to work up a revolution which will
end British rule once for all. But it is necessary
for the Indian people to take up arms in their
struggle and to co-operate with those powers
that are fighting Britain today. This task, Gandhi
will not accomplish, hence India now needs a
new leadership.
*

*

When India is free
A question which many people ask is as to what
will happen when the British are forced to leave
India. British propaganda has made many people
think that without the British, there will be
anarchy and chaos in India. These people
conveniently forget that British occupation
began only in 1757 and was not complete till
1857—while India is a land whose history is
measured by thousands of years. If culture,
civilization, administration and economic
prosperity were possible in India before British
rule—they will also be possible after British
rule. In fact, under British rule, the culture and
civilization of India has been suppressed, the
administration has been denationalized and %
*
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land that was formerly rich and prosperous has
become one of the poorest in the world.
-

A New Civil Administration
When the British are expelled from India, the
first task will be to set up a new Government and
establish order and public security. A new
Government will necessarily imply the
reorganisation of the civil administration and the
creation of a national army. Reorganising the
civil administration will be a comparatively easy
task. In the past, the civil administration has
always been run by the Indians and only at a top,
have there been Britishers. But during the last
twenty years, Indians have been gradually
replacing Britishers in the highest positions. In
the Central Government, the members of the
Viceroy's Cabinet have been partly Indians. In
the provincial Governments, since 1937, the
Ministers have been all Indians and English
officials have worked under them. In the highest
positions whenever Indians have replaced
Britishers, they have proved more capable than
the latter. Indian Ministers and Indian officials
know the country much better and are more
iolerested in its welfare than Britishers. It is,
*

*
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therefore, natural that they should work more
efficiently than Britishers have done in the past.
In short, we have such a trained and experienced
body of Indian officials today, that reorganising
the civil administration will not be at all
difficult. The new Government of Free India will
only have to lay down a new policy and a new
programme and furnish a new leadership at the
top, for the civil administration.

National Army
Building up a national army will be a more
difficult task. India has, of course, a large
number of trained and experienced soldiers and
their number has been augmented as a result of
the present war. But till quite recently, the Indian
Army was officered largely by Britishers, and in
the higher ranks, the officers were exclusively
Britishers. Owing to war-conditions, the British
have now been forced to appoint a large number
of Indian officers and the higher ranks have also
been opened to a few Indians. Modern weapons,
like tanks, aeroplanes, heavy artillery etc. which
were formerly reserved for Britishers, have,
under the pressure of circumstances, also been
handed over to Indians. Nevertheless, the dearth
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of Indian officers of high rank remains and will
present some difficulty in building up a national
army. In this connection, India's chief problem
will be to train up a large number of officers of
all ranks within a short period—say ten years
and thereby complete the formation of a
National Army. Along with the Army, a Navy
and Air Force will also have to be built up and
all works will have to be speeded up as much as
possible. If India can enjoy peace for some time
and if the assistance of some friendly powers be
forthcoming, then the problem of organising
national defence can be satisfactorily solved.

The New State
It would be wrong to dogmatise from now about
the exact form of the future Indian state. One
can only indicate the principles which will
underline that state and determine its form. India
has had experience of several Empires in the
past and this experience will furnish the
background on which we shall have to build in
future. Then we shall have to consider the causes
which led to our political downfall and prevent
their recurrence in future. Further, we shall have
to remember that the intelligentsia of India today
4
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is quite familiar with modern political institutions and is greatly interested in them. We shall
also have to consider the political experiments
made in different parts of Europe in the postVersailles period. And lastly, we shall have to
consider the requirements of the Indian situation.
One thing, however, is clear. There will be
strong Central Government. Without such a
Government, order and public security cannot be
safeguarded. Behind this Government will stand
a well-organised, disciplined all-India party,
which will be the chief instrument for
maintaining national unity.
The state will guarantee complete religious
and cultural freedom for individuals and groups
and there will be no state-religion. In the matter
of political and economic rights there will be
perfect equality among the whole population.
When every individual has employment, food
and education and has freedom in religious and
cultural matters, there will be no more any
minorities problem in India.
When the new regime is stabilised and the
state-machinery begins to function smoothly,
power will be decentralized and the provincial
governments will be given more responsibility.
•
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National Unity
The state will have to do everything possible to
unify the whole nation and all methods of
propaganda; press, radio, cinema, theatre etc.
will have to be utilised for this purpose. All antinational and disruptive elements will have to be
firmly suppressed—along with such secret
British agents as may still exist in the country.
An adequate police force will have to be
organised for this purpose and the law will have
to be amended, so that offences against national
unity may be punished heavily. Hindustani;
which is already understood in most parts of the
country, will be adopted as the common
language for India. Special emphasis will have
to be laid on the proper education of boys and
girls and of students in the schools and in the
universities, so that they may imbibe the spirit of
national unity at an early age.
British propaganda has deliberately created
the impression that the Indian Mohammedans
are against the Independence movement. But
this is altogether false. The fact is that, in the
nationalist movement, there is a large percentage
of Mohammedans. The President of the Indian
National Congress today is Azad—a
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Mohammedan. The vast majority of the Indian
Mohammedans are anti-British and want to see
India free. There are no doubt pro-British parties
among the Mohammedans and Hindus which are
organised as religious parties. But they should
not be regarded as representing the people.
The great revolution of 1857 was a grand
example of national unity. The war was fought
under the flag of Bahadur Shah, a
Mohammedan, and all sections of the people
joined in it. Since then, Indian Mohammedans
have continued to work for national freedom.
Indian Mohammedans are as much children of
the soil as the rest of the Indian population and
their interests are indentical. The Mohammedan
(or Muslim) problem in India today is an
artificial creation of the British—similar to the
Ulster-Problem in Ireland and the Jewish
problem in Palestine. It will disappear when
British rule is swept away.
Social Problems
When the new regime is stabilised, India will be
able to concentrate her whole attention on the
solution of the social problems. The most
important social problem is that of poverty and
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unemployment. India's proverty under British
rule has been due principally to two causes—
systematic destruction of Indian industries by the
British Government and lack of scientific
agriculture. In pre-British days, India produced
all her requirements in food andindustry and she
exported her surplus industrial products to
Europe e.g. textile goods. The advent of the
industrial revolution and political domination by
Britain destroyed the old industrial structure of
India and she was not allowed to build up a new
one. Britain purposely kept India in the position
of a supplier of raw materials for British
Industries. The result was that millions of
Indians who formerly lived on industry, were
thrown out of employment. Foreign rule has
impoverished the peasantry and has prevented
the introduction of modern scientific agriculture.
The result of this hasbeen that the once rich soil
of India has a very poor yield and can no longer
present populat
About seventy per
cent of the peasantry have no work for about six
months in the year. India will therefore need
industrialisation and scientific agriculture
through state aid, if she has to solve the problem
of poverty and unemployment.
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Under foreign rule, the Britisher was not only
the ruler, but also the employer of labour. Hence
labour has been kept in a wretched condition.
The Free Indian State will have to look after the
welfare of the labourer, providing him with a
living wage, sickness insurance, compensation
for accident etc. Similarly, the peasant will have
to be given relief from excessive taxation and
also from his appaling indebtedness.
In this connection, institutions for welfare of
labour, like 'Arbeitsdienst', 'Winterhife', 'Kraft
durch Freude' etc. will be of great interest to
India. Next in importance is the problem of
public health. This has also remained unsolved
under British rule. Fortunately India now has a
large number of qualified doctors who are even
superior to the English doctors available in India
and who are well aquainted with questions of
public health. Given state-support and sufficient
financial help, they can launch a gigantic effort
for eradicating disease. India's ancient systems
of medicine, Ayurveda and Unani, can also be
helpful in this connection.
Then we have the terrific problem of
illiteracy, the percentage of which is about ninety
per cent in many parts of the country. But this
t
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problem is not at all difficult to tackle, if the
state can provide the necessary funds. We have
now a large number of educated men and
women, who are without employment. Under
Free India, all these men and women could be
sent to work at once all over the country in order
to erect Schools, Colleges and Universities. Side
by side with this work, experiments will have to
be made for evolving a national system of
education in accordance with the needs of the
Indian people.
Fortunately, experiments are already being
made in several places in this connection e.g. at
Tagore's school, Santi Niketan, at the Gurukul
institution at Hardvar, at the Hindu University at
Baneres, at Jamia-Milia (National Muslim)
University at Delhi, at Gandhi's school, near
Wardha etc. Moreover, there are the educational
institutions which have been handed down to us
from pre-British days which are also
interesting.
Regarding the future script for India, my own
view is that, without forcibly abolishing the
scripts now prevalent in the country, the Free
India Government should encourage and
popularise the Latin script.
*
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Finance
The problem as to how Free India will get the
money required for her big schemes is an
important one. Britain has robbed India of her
gold and silver and what little still remains, will
certainly be removed, before the British leave
the country. India's national economy will,
naturally, have to discard the Gold Standard and
accept the doctrine that national wealth depends
on Labour and production and not on gold.
Foreign trade will have to be brought under state
control and organised on the principle of barter
(exchange of goods) as Germany has done since
1933.
•

-

Planning Committee
While dealing with the problems of
reconstruction, it would be interesting to know
that in December, 1938, when I was the
President of the Indian National Congress, I
inaugurated a National Planning Committee, for
drawing up plans for reconstruction in every
department of life.
This Committee has already done valuable
work and its reports will be helpful for our
future activity.
•
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77ze Princes
The Indian Princes and their States are an
anachronism which must soon be abolished.
the
They would have disappeared long a
British had not preserved them in order to
hamper the unification of the country. Most of
the Princes are active supporters of the British
Government and there is not a single Prince who
is likely to play a role, similar to that which
Piemont played in the Risorgimento movement
in Italy. Among the people of the States who are
one-fourth of the total Indian population, there is
a popular movement which is closely connected
with the Congress movement in British India.
The Princes will naturally disappear along with
the British rule, since most of them are very
unpopular with their own people. But they
cannot present any difficulty to the Free India
Government for the simple reason that the
British Government has not allowed any Prince
to have a modern Army. Contrary to expectation,
the Princes were to join the revolution, one
would naturally come to a settlement with them.
International Relations
In the past, one of the causes of India's down
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fall has been her isolation from the outside
world. In future, India must, therefore, remain in
intimate
contact
with
other
nations.
Geographically, India has a position between the
East and the West, which will probably conform
to her cultural, economic and political role.
It is but natural that in future India should
have the closet relations with the Tripartite
Powers who are now fighting India's enemy.
India will need help from abroad for her
speedy industrialisation as well as for the
organisation of her Army, Navy and Air force.
She will, therefore, require machinery of all
kinds, scientific and technical knowledge and
equipment, and scientific and technical experts.
She will also require military experts and
military equipment for building up her national
defence. In these matters, the Tripartite Powers
can render valuable assistance. In Free India, the
standard of living will rise rapidly and, in
consequence thereof, consumption will increase
by leaps and bounds. Free India will thereby
become one of the biggest markets for
manufactured goods. This should be of interest
to all industrially advanced countries.
In return, India could contribute something to
i
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the eommon culture and civilization of
humanity. In religion and philosophy, in
architecture, in painting, dancing and music and
in other arts and handicrafts, India could offer
something unique to the world. And judging
from the progress made, despite the handicaps of
foreign rule, I feel sure that very soon India will
be able to achieve much in scientific research
and industrial development. '
Young India has a gigantic task to fulfil.
There are tremendous difficulties to overcome,
no doubt, but there is also the joy and glory of
struggle and ultimate victory.
i
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THE FUNDAMENTAL
PROBLEMS OF INDIA
An address to students of Tokyo University, November 1944.

I do not propose to speak to such a distinguished
gathering on the commonplace things that you
hear or read about India. I think it would be far
better if I speak to you on the more fundamental
problems of India. Having been a student of
philosophy myself, I am naturally more
interested in fundamental problems. I hope you
will also agree with with me that I should rather
speak to you today on some of the fundamental
problems that face my country, both in the
present as well as in the future.
In my travels abroad, I have often found that
people generally have a wrong and sometimes a
rather funny idea about my country. For instance,
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among the people in Europe, the general idea
about India is that it is a land in which three
things can be found: snakes, fakirs and
maharajas. Among those who have been
influenced by British propaganda, the general
idea about India is that it is a country where
people are always fighting among themselves,
and where the strong hand of Britain is required
in order to maintain peace and order among the
people.
If you approach the Orientalists in Europe,
that is, the experts in Indology, you will find that
they look upon India as a land of mystics and
philosophers, a land which at one time produced
a very rich philosophy, but which is today as
dead as the ancient civilizations of Egypt and
Babylon are dead today.
Now the question is, 'what is India in reality?'
No doubt we have a very ancient civilization, but
unlike other ancient civilizations, such as Egypt
or Babylon, Phoenicia or even Greece, the
ancient culture and civilization of India is not
dead. It still lives in the present. And we Indians
of today think the same thoughts fundamentally,
the same thoughts, and have the same feelings,
the same ideals of life, as our forefathers who
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lived 2,000 or 3,000 years ago. In other words,
there is a continuity, historical and cultural
continuity, extending from the ancient times till
the present day—which is in some ways a very
remarkable thing in history. Now, in order to
understand India, this fundamental fact should
first be understood, namely, that the India of the
past is not dead. India of the past lives in the
present, and will live on in the future.
Against this background, this ancient
background, we see changes in our national life
from age to age. During the last 3,000 years,
people have come into India from outside with
new ideas, sometimes with new cultures. All
these new influences, ideas and cultures have
been gradually absorbed into the national life of
India, so that in spite of the fact that,
fundamentally we have the same culture and
civilization as we had several thousand years
ago, we have nevertheless changed and moved
with the times. Today, in spite of our ancient
background, we are able to live in a modern
world and adapt ourselves to that world.
Those who have been influenced, whether
conscioulsy or unconsciously by British
propaganda, have the impression that India was
*
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very easily conquered by the British and also
that after the British conquest of India our
country was for the first time politically unified.
Both these notions are entirely wrong and
without foundation.
In the first place, it is not true that India was
easily conquered by the British. It took the
British 100 years, from 1757 to 1857, to finally
subjugate India. Secondly, it is also an entirely
wrong notion to think that India was politically
unified by the British. The fact is that India was
for the first time politically unified nearly 2,500
years ago under the Buddhist Emperor, Asoka.
In reality, the India of the time of Asoka the
Great was even larger than the India of today.
Asoka's India included not only modern India,
but also Afghanistan and a part of Persia.
After the time of Asoka, India has gone
through many ups and downs in her national life.
There have been periods of decay, followed by
periods of progress and national upheaval. But
throughout these ups and downs in our national
life, we have been able, in the long run, to keep
up our progress. About one thousand years after
Asoka, India again reached the zenith of
progress under the Gupta Emperors. This was
•

•
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followed by another glorious epoch in Indian
history about nine hundred years later under the
Mogul Emperors. Therefore, it is worth
remembering that the British notion that we have
been unified politically under British rule is
entirely wrong. All that the British have tried to
do during their regime in India is to divide the
Indian people and to weaken, disarm and
emasculate them.
shall now present before you a problem
which will interest scientists, and in particular
students of sociology. The question is whether
the Indian people have any right to live as a free
nation. In other words, have they the strength
and the vitality left in them to live and to
develop themselves as a free nation? I personally
hold the opinion that if a nation once loses its
vitality, its inner vitality, then it has no right to
exist. And even if it does continue to exist after
losing its vitality, that existence will have hardly
any worth or value for mankind. The only reason
why I stand for India's freedom and believe that
as a free nation we shall have a glorious future
is that I believe that we have sufficient vitality
left in us to live as free men and to develop as
a nation.
•
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Now, if I have to answer this question as to
whether sufficient vitality is left in us, I shall
have to answer two questions : firstly, has our
nation any creative faculty and secondly, is it
prepared to fight and to die in order to preserve
its existence? These two tests have to be applied
to India.
With regard to the first question, we have
seen that in spite of the British in India, in spite
of
the
innumerable
restrictions
and
disadvantages which follow from foreign fule,
we have been able during the century to give
numerous proofs that in different departments of
our national life we still have creative power.
The number of philosophers and thinkers
produced in India under British rule, the number
of writers and poets that enslaved India has
produced, the artistic revival in India in spite of
British rule, the scientific progress made by the
Indian people in spite of so many difficulties in
the way of their education, the standard already
attained by our leading scientists as compared
with scientists in different parts of the world, the
industrial progress made by India as the result of
her own effort and initiative and, last but not
leas!, the distinction which we have attained in
*
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the field of sports, all these go to show that in
spite of being politically subjugated the vitality
of the nation has remained intact.
If under foreign rule and in spite of the
obstacles and restrictions that follow from
foreign rule, we could give so much proof of our
creative faculty, then it stands to reason that
when India is free and when the masses of the
Indian people are afforded educational facilities,
they will be able to give much better proof of
their intellectual calibre and creative faculty in
different walks of life.
I have just referred to the first test of a
nation's vitality, namely, creative faculty. I shall
now consider the second test, namely, as to
whether the Indian people are able to fight and
to die for the sake of freedom. On this point I
should like to say, first of all, that, since the last
great fight that they had with the British in 1857,
the Indian people have not given up the struggle
against the enemy, even for one day.
Unfortunately, owing to what I would call the
folly of our forefathers, after our final defeat in
1857, the leaders in those days had allowed
themselves to be disarmed. Whatever difficulty
we have subsequently experienced in winning
*
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back our freedom has been due largely to our
having been disarmed. But though owing to the
mistake of the leaders the people were disarmed,
nevertheless they continued to fight for their
freedom in other ways.
I shall not take up your time unnecessarily by
giving a description of all the methods that have
been used in India against the British. I will only
say this, that all the methods that have been tried
by revolutionaries in different parts of the world
for the achievement of their own independence
have been tried in India.
At the beginning of this century, particularly
after the victory of Japan over Russia in 1904
and 1905, the Freedom movement in India got a
new impetus and since then, during the last 40
years, our revolutionaries have been studying
very closely the methods of revolutionaries in
other countries and they have tried to adopt as
many of their methods as possible.
They have tried also to manufacture secretly
arms and explosives inside the country and to
use those arms and explosives for the
achievement of independence. As a development
of this struggle for freedom, India tried a new
experiment—Civil Disobedience or Passive
i
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Resistance—of which the best exponent was
Mahatma Gandhi. Though personally I believe
that this method will not succeed in bringing us
complete independence, there is no doubt that it
has greatly helped to rouse and unify the Indian
people and also to keep up a movement of
resistance against the foreign government,
should, therefore, say that the fact that in spite of
all the difficulties that result from foreign rule, a
nation can produce a new method and practise
that method with a large measure of success is
also a proof of that nation's vitality. It shows
that, that nation does not accept enslavement as
a settled fact and is determined to struggle
against it and to work our new methods for
achieving independence.
I have, as a revolutionary, made a very close
study of the revolutionary movements in other
countries, and I can say without any
exaggeration that since 1857 we have used every
possible method of revolutionary struggle. In the
course of this struggle, tremendous sacrifices
have been made and many have given their lives.
There was, however, one method that still
remained for us to take up and that was the
organization of a real modern national army.
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That work we had not done up till recently
because it was impossible to do that inside India
under the eyes of the British army and the
British police. But the moment this war gave the
Indian people an opportunity of organizing a
modern Indian national army outside India they
at once seized it. As a result of that effort, and
with the help of the Japanese Government and
the armed forces of Japan, they have been able
to build up this army.
So my point is that throughout our
revolutionary struggle against the British
Government and their armed forces we have
shown sufficient initiative, creative power and
vitality and have made tremendous sacrifices.
We now hope that under the conditions, and with
the advantages that this war has given us, we
shall be able, after all, to fulfil our national
aspirations and win freedom for India.
Having replied to the question regarding the
vitality of the Indian people and their right to
live as a free nation, I shall now attempt a
sociological analysis of modern India. If you are
to understand modern India, you have to take
note of three important factors. The first factor is
the ancient background, that is, the ancient
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culture and civilization of India, of which the
Indian people of today are conscious, and of
which they feel proud. The second factor is the
struggle which has gone on without any break or
interruption since we were finally overpowered
by the British. And the third factor consists of
certain influences which have come into India
from outside.
Modern India is composed of this ancient
background, the unbroken national struggle
against Britain, and the impact of influences
from abroad.
I shall now deal, in some detail, with the
influences which have reacted on India from
outside and which have been responsible, to
some extent, in making modern India what it is
today. Among these outside influences, the first
factor is the influence of Western thought which
was crystallized in Liberalism, Constitutionalism
and Democracy.
In other words, since 1857, modern liberal
and democratic thought has been influencing the
intellectuals of India to a large extent.
From the beginning of the present century, a
new factor came into operation. After the victory
of Japan over Russia in 1904-1905, the eyes of
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the Indian people were opened to a new
movement in Asia, the movement for the revival,
not merely of Japan—but along with Japan—of
other Asiatic countries. Since then, Indian
thought has been greatly interested in Asiatic
revival. During the last 40 years we have been
thinking not merely of what was happening
inside India, but also of what was happening in
other parts of Asia.
Another important factor which had influence
on our mind consisted of the revolutionary
struggles that have gone on in different parts of
the world. Indian revolutionaries studied the
Risorgimento Movement in Italy under the
leadership of Mazzini and Garibaldi and the
struggle of the Irish people against their British
oppressors. In Russia, before the last World War,
there was, as you know, a movement against the
Czar called the Nihilist movement. That also
was studied. And nearer India the new
awakening in China under the leadership of Dr.
Sun Yat-sen was also studied very closely and
with great interest by Indian revolutionaries.
Thus, Indian revolutionaries have been
exceedingly receptive to the influences exerted
by revolutionary struggles abroad. Then during
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the last World War, when the revolution broke
out in Russia and, as a result of it, a new
government—the Soviet Government—came
into existence, the work of that Government was
studied with great interest in our country.
People in India have not been interested so
much in the Communist movement as in the
work of reconstruction in Soviet Russia—in the
rapid industrialization of that country and also in
the way in which the Soviet Government solved
the problem of minorities. It is this constructive
achievement of the Soviet Government which
was studied with great interest by people in our
country. As a matter of fact, intellectuals like our
poet Tagore, who had no interest in Communism
as such, were profoundly impressed when they
visited Russia in the work of educational
reconstruction in that country. Then there is
another influence which came to India from
outside in more recent times—I mean, the new
movement in Europe headed by Italy and
Germany called Fascism or National Socialism.
This movement was also studied by our
revolutionaries.
I have just dealt with some of the influences
that have reached India from different parts of
4
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the world, from England, France, Japn, China,
Russia, Gernany and so on. I will now take up
another question viz., as to how we have reacted
to these influences how much we have
accepted and how much we have rejected out of
these outside influences.
In dealing with this question of our reaction to
these outside influences, I must first point out
that there is a big gulf between our generation
and the last generation. As typical exponents of
the last generation, I would like to mention
Tagore and Gandhi. They represent for us the
last generation, and between their thoughts and
ideas and the thoughts and ideas of our
generation there is a big gulf.
If you study the works of Tagore and Gandhi,
you will find that all along there is a conflict in
their minds as to what their reaction to Western
influence should be. So far as Mahatma Gandhi
is concerned, he has never given us any clear
solution of this problem. He has left people in
doubt as to what his attitude is toward the
acceptance of Western ideas. Generally
speaking, his attitude is one of antagonism. But
in actual practice he has not always acted in
accordance with his own ideas, the reason being
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that the rest of his countrymen do not share that
inner hostility or antagonism which Mahatma
Gandhi personally has toward Western ideas and
conceptions.
You all know about Mahatma Gandhi's
attitude on the question of violence of physical
force. He does not advocate the use of arms, or
the shedding of the blood of the enemy for
gaining one's freedom. This attitude toward
violence or physical force is closely related to
his general attitude toward foreign influence,
particularly Western influence.
Our generation has followed Mahatma
Gandhi as the leader of a political struggle, but
has not accepted his ideas on all these questions.
Therefore, it would be a mistake to take
Mahatma Gandhi as the exponent of the
thoughts and ideas of the present generation in
India.
Gandhi is in some ways a complex
personality, and I would like to analyze his
personality, so that you may understand him
better. In Gandhi, there are two aspects—Gandhi
as a political leader and Gandhi as a philosopher.
We have been following him in his capacity as a
political leader, but we have not accepted his
I
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philosophy.
Now the question arises as to how we can
separate the two aspects. Why, if we do not
accept his philosophy, are we following him?
Though Gandhi has his own philosophy of life,
he is a practical politician and therefore, he does
not force his own philosophy on the people.
Consequently though we are following him in
our political struggle, we are free to follow our
own philosophy. If Gandhi had tried to thrust his
philosophy on us, we would not have accepted
him as a leader. But he has kept his philosophy
separate from his political struggle.
I have mentioned as representatives and
exponents of the last generation Tagore and
Gandhi. Now let us compare their philosophies.
There are some points in which they agree, but
in some other points they do not. The points on
which they agree are firstly, that they would like
to see the national struggle being conducted
without the use of arms. In other words, on the
question of physical force, they have the same
views. On the question of the industrialization of
the country, they also have the same views. Both
Tagore and Gandhi are against modern industrial
civilization. But in the realm of culture, their
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views are not the same. So far as thought, art and
culture are concerned, Tagore is prepared to
accept foreign influence. He believes that in the
realm of culture there should be full cooperation between India and the rest of the
world and there should be reciprocity. We should
not be hostile or antagonistic to the culture or art
or ideas of any othe nation. In the realm of
culture, while Tagore advocates full co-operation
between India and the rest of the world, Gandhi's
general attitude is antagonistic to foregin
influence. We must however, remember that
Mahatma Gandhi has nowhere given a very clear
exposition of his views. I am only referring to
his general attitude on this question.
I have previously remarked that there is a big
gulf between the fundamental thoughts and ideas
of the last generation and of our generation. I
will now explain what I meant thereby. As I have
just said, this problem as to what our reaction
should be toward foreign influence and toward
industrial civilization troubled the leaders of the
old generation all their lives and we see proofs
of it in their actions. But this problem does not
exist for us. It does not exist for us, because our
starting-point is that we want a modern India
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based of course on the past. We do not believe
that India can achieve freedom without the use
of arms. Now once you take up this attitude, that
for winning freedom we have to fight and to use
arms, it follows that we must have modern
industries. What constituted the biggest problem
for the old leaders constitutes our starting-point.
The problem for modern India is not our attitude
toward modernism or foreign influence or
industrialization, but how we are to solve our
present-day problems.
I believe that modern Japan will understand
our generation much better than modern Japan
understood the last generation in India. Our
stand is virtually the same. We want to build up
a new and modern nation on the basis of our old
culture and civilization. For that we need
modern industries, a modern army and all those
things necessary to preserve our existence and
our freedom under modern conditions.
Having dealt with this fundamental standpoint
of my generation, I will go on to discuss some of
the detailed problems. For the present, of course,
the biggst problem is how to fight and win this
war. But that is a problem of which you are
aware from what you have read in the papers or
*
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heard over the radio. I will now consider some
of the problems of Free India. The moment India
is free, the most important problem will be
organizing of our national defence in order to
safeguard our freedom in the future. For that we
shall have to build up modern war industries, so
that we may produce the arms that we shall need
for self-defence. This will mean a very big
programme of industrialization.
After satisfying the needs of our nation in the
matter of self-defene, the next problem in the
degree of importance will be that of poverty and
unemployment. India today is one of the poorest
countries in the world, but India was not poor
before we came under British rule. In fact, it was
the wealth of India which attracted the European
nations to India. One cannot say that in the
matter of national wealth or resources India is
poor. We are rich in natural resources, but,
owing to British and foreign exploitation, the
country has been impoverished. So our second
most important problem will be how to
employment to the millions of unemployed in
India and how to relieve the appalling poverty
which now exists among the masses of the
Indian people.
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The third problem in free India will be the
problem of education. At present, under British
rule, about 90 percent of the people are illiterate.
Our problem will be to give at least an
elementary education to the Indian masses as
soon as possible, and along with that to give
more facilities to the intellectual classes in the
matter of higher education.
Connected with the question of education is
another problem which is important for India
and that is the question of script. In India there
are principally two scripts in vogue. One is the
script known as the Sanskrit (or Nagri) script
and the other is the Arabic (or Persian) script.
Up till today, in all national affairs and
conferences we have been using both these
scripts. I must add that in some provinces, there
are scripts in vogue which are modifications of
the Sanskrit script. But fundamentally there are
two scripts, and in all national affairs and
conferences we have to use both these two
scripts.
There is now a movement to solve this
problem of scripts by using the Latin script. I
personally am an advocate of the Latin script.
Since we have to live in a modern world, we
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have to be in touch with other countries and,
whether we like it or not, we have to learn the
Latin script. If we could make the Latin script
the medium of writing throughout the country,
that would solve our problem. Anyway that is
my own view and the view of my closest friends
and collaborators.
I have referred to three important problems in
Free India : National defence, how to remove
poverty, and how to give education to the
people. If we are to solve these three important
problems, how are we going to do it? Shall we
leave it to private agency and private initiative or
will the State take up the responsibility of
solving these problems?
Well, at present, public opinion in India is that
we cannot leave it to private initiative to solve
these national problems, especially the economic
problem. If we leave it to private initiative to
solve
the
problem
of
poverty
and
unemployment, for instance, it will probably
take centuries. Therefore, public opinion in India
is in favour of some sort of socialist system, in
which the initiative will not be left to private
individuals, but the State will take over the
responsibility for solving economic questions.
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Whether it is a question of industrializing the
country or modernizing agriculture, we want the
State to step in and take over the responsibility
and put through reforms within a short period, so
that the Indian people could be put on their legs
at a very early date.
But in solving this problem, we want to work
in our own way. We will, naturally, study
experiments made in other countries—but, after
all, we have to solve our problems in an Indian
way and under Indian conditions. Therefore, the
system that we shall ultimately set up will be an
Indian system to suit the needs of the Indian
people.
Now if we do not tackle the economic
question from the point of view of the masses,
the majority of whom are poor, if we do not do
that in India, we shall produce the same
confusion or the same difficulties in our country,
as we see in China today. You see in China today
a split between the Kuomintang and the Chinese
Comunist Party. Personally I do not see why this
should have occurred or why, if the Kuomintang
Party has the interests of the Chinese masses at
heart, there should be any need to have a
separate party like the Communist Party under
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foreign influence.
Having learnt from experience, we do not
want to repeat the mistake that China has made.
We actually find today thai because the
nationalist movement in our generation has
identified itself with the peasants who form
more than 90 per cent of the people, because we
have their interests at heart, there is no raison
d'etre for a separate party like the Communist
Party. If the nationalists in India did not have the
interests of the masses at heart, then you would
have seen the same phenomenon as you see in
China today.
Now we come to another question—namely,
the political system or the Government. If we are
to have an economic structure of a socialistic
character, then it follows that the political system
must be such as to be able to carry out that
economic programme in the best possible way.
You cannot have a so-called democratic system,
that system has to put through economic
reforms on a socialistic basis. Therefore, we
must have a political system—a State—of an
authoritarian character.
We have had some experience of democratic
institutions in India and we have also studied the
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working of democratic institutions in countries
like france, England and the United States of
America. And we have come to the conclusion
that with a democratic system we cannot solve
the problems of Free India. Therefore, modern
progressive thought in India is in favour of a
State of an authoritarian character, which will
work as an organ, or as the servant of the
masses, and not of a clique or of a few rich
individuals.
That is our idea with regard to the political
institution in Free India. We must have a
government that will function as the servant of
the people and will have full powers to put
through new reforms concerning industry,
education, defence, etc., in Free India.
Before I pass on to the next problem, I should
like to mention another point, namely, the
attitude of Free India toward religion and caste.
This is a question that is frequently asked. India
has several religions. Consequently, the
Government of Free India must have an
absolutely neutral and impartial attitude toward
all religions and leave it to the choice of every
individual to profess or follow a particular
religious faith.
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With regard to caste, that is now no problem
for us, because caste, as it existed in the old
times, does not exist today. Now, what is the
caste system? The case system means that a
community is divided into certain groups on a
professional or vocational basis and marriage
takes place within each group.
In modern India there is no such caste
distinction. A member of one caste is free to take
up any other profession. So, caste in that sense
does not exist today. Then there remains the
question of marriage. In the old times, it was the
custom to marry within each caste. Nowadays,
intermarriage between the different castes takes
place freely. Hence caste is fast disappearing. As
a matter of fact, in the nationalist movement we
never inquire as to what caste a man belongs to
and we do not even know the caste of some of
our closest collaborators, which shows that in
our generation we do not think at all about caste.
For Free India, therefore, caste is no problem at
all.
In this connection, I should like to tell you
that it was the British who created the
impression throughout the world that we are a
people quarrelling among ourselves, especially
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over religion. But that is an absolutely wrong
picture of India. It may be that there are certain
differences among the Indian people, but such
differences you will find in every other country.
If we take the so-called progressive countries of
the world, e.g., France before the outbreak of the
present war, or Germany before Hitler and his
Party came to power, you will find that there
were acute differences among the people in
these countries. Spain had even a first-class civil
war.
But nobody ever says that, because the people
in these countries had disputes and differences,
they are not fit to rule themselves. It is only in
the case of India that the British say that,
because there are certain differences among the
Indian people therefore they are not fit to be
free. Again, the fact is that whatever differences
there are among the Indian people are largely the
creation of the British Government. There are
hundreds of examples to show you that
throughout the history of British rule, the British
have tried by every possible means to divide the
Indian people. After having done so much to
artificially create differences among the Indian
people, the British turn around and say that we
*
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are not fit to be free.
I should also point out that if you take a
modern Power like Soviet Russia and see how
heterogeneous the composition of the Soviet
Union is, you will realise that if, in spite of this
heterogeneous character, so many different races
professing go many different religions could be
unified in one political system and become such
a strong Power, there is absolutely no reason
why India which has much more homogeneity
than the Soviet Union, should not be united as
one nation. As a matter of fact, you will find that
outside India, where there is no British
influence, there are no differences among the
Indian people. In the independence Movement in
East Asia and in the Indian National Army there
is no question of religion or caste or class. It is
just in India where the British have influence
and control that you will find these differences.
On the question of national unity, I should
like to give you a friendly warning that British
propaganda tries to give the world the
impression that the Muslims of India do not
support the independence movement. This is
wrong. Very often you read in the papers about
certain organizations like the Muslim League or
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the Hindu Mahasabha. The British boost these
organizations, because they are in their policy
pro-British and are against the Indian National
Congress, and they try to make out that the
Muslim League represents the Muslims of India.
But that is British propaganda. The fact is that
the Muslim League and its leader, Mr. Jinnah,
represent only a minority of the Indian Muslims.
The majority of the Indian Muslims are
nationalists and they support the independence
movement, as much as anyone else. The
President of the Indian National Congress is a
Muslim, and so are many other members of the
Congress, many of whom are in prison today.
These facts are not known to the outside
world and the outside world gets the impression
that Mr. Jinnah represents all the Muslims of
India, and that they are not supporting the
nationalist movement. So I would like to give
out this warning about British propaganda.
I have already told you about the kind of
economic and political system that we would
like to have in Free India. Out of this, arises the
problem as to what our political philosophy is.
On this question, I gave my own views in a book
I wrote about ten years ago called 'The Indian
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Struggle'. In that book I said that it would be our
task in India to evolve a system that would be a
synthesis of the systems in vogue in different
parts of the would. For instance, if you take the
conflict between Fascism (or what you might
call National Socialism) on the one side and
Communism on the other, I see no reason why
we cannot work out a synthesis of the two
systems that will embody the good points of
both. It would be foolish for any one to say that
any one system represents the last stage in
human progress. As students of philosophy, you
will admit that human progress can never stop
and out of the past experience of the world we
have to produce a new system. Therefore, we in
India will try to work out a synthesis of the rival
systems and try to embody the good points of
both.
Now I would like to compare some of the
good points of National Socialism and
Communism. You will find some things
common to both. Both are called anti-democratic
or totalitarian. Both are anti-capitalistic.
Nevertheless, in spite of these common points,
they differ on other points. When we see
National Socialism in Europe today, what do we
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find? National Socialism has been able to create
national unity and solidarity and to improve the
condition of the masses. But it has not been able
to radically reform the prevailing economic
system which was built up on a capitalistic basis.
On the other side, let us examine the Soviet
experiment based on Communism. You will find
one great achievement and that is planned
economy. Where Communism is deficient is that
it does not appreciate the value of national
sentiment. What we in India would like to have
is a progressive system which will fulfil the
social needs of the whole people and will be
based on national sentiment. In other words, it
will be a synthesis of Nationalism and
Socialism. This is something which has not been
achieved by the National Socialists in Germany
today.
There are a few points in which India does
not follow Soviet Russia. Firstly, class conflict is
something that is quite unnecessary in India,
the Government of Free India begins to work as
the organ of the masses, then there is no need for
class conflict. We can solve our problems by
making the State the servant of the masses.
There is another point which has been
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overemphsasized by Soviet Russia and that is the
problem of the working classes. India being
predominantly a country of peasants, the
problem of the peasants will be more important
than the problem of the working classes.
Another point on which we do not fully agree
is that, according to Marxism, too much
importance is given to the economic factor in
human life. We fully appreciate the importance
of the economic factor which was formerly
ignored, but it is not necessary to overemphasize
it.
To repeat once again, our political philosophy
should be a synthesis between National
Socialism and Communism. The conflict
between thesis and antithesis has to be resolved
in a higher synthesis. This is what the law of
Dialectic demands. If this is not done, then
human progress will come to an end. India will,
therefore, try to move to the next stage of
political and social evolution. I will now pass on
the the last point in my address, and that is our
conception of an international order. On this
point I have already spoken several times in
Tokyo. I fully support the steps that have been
taken through the Joint Declaration to create a
4
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new order in East Asia on the basis of freedom,
justice and reciprocity. I have been personally
greatly interested in international problems,
having tried to work in several countries in order
to get support for our movement and, in that
connection, I also had the opportunity of
studying the work of the League of Nations.
The experiment of the League of Nations has
failed, and it is desirable and profitable for us to
investigate as to why it failed. If I were to
answer that I would say that it failed because the
sponsor-nations were too selfish and shortsighted. The sponsor-nations were England,
France and America. America dropped out of the
League, so the Powers that controlled the
League were England and France. Now these
two leading Powers, instead of setting an
example of unselfishness, tried to use the
League of Nations for their selfish interests and
for their own benefit. The only basis on which
we can set up an international order is freedom,
justice and reciprocity. Therefore, the work in
East Asia has commenced on the right lines and
on the right basis. The only task that remains for
us is to see that in actual work the principles
embodied in the Joint Declaration are put into
i
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effect. If they are so put into effect, then the
experiment will be a success. If not, then it will
again prove to be a failure.
You must have seen in my speeches and press
statements that I have been very enthusiastic
about this Joint Declarations. There are several
reasons. Firstly, it is on the right basis and on the
right lines that the work has begun. Secondly, if
you want to set up an international order, it has
to have a beginning in a particular region. If we
make it a success in one region, it can gradually
be expanded all over the world.
is very difficult to set up a world order
suddenly out of nothing and make it a success.
But if you begin in one region where friendship
and reciprocity between the nations can be
developed, and if in that region you meet with
success, then that example will be emulated by
other nations in other parts of the world. So the
method of setting up a regional order is the only
way in which a world order can gradually be
built up.
The third reason is that I have found that this
idea or plan finds support among the mass of the
people of this country, and especially among the
youths. If I had found that this new order was
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being sponsored by a few politicians or leaders
and that the rest of the nation was apathetic or
indifferent, I should certainly not be optimistic.
But it is because I have found that the people as
a whole, and especially the youths are vitally
interested in it and support it enthusiastically,
that I believe that through the co-operation of
the leaders and the people and the youths, it can
be made a success.
I should like to repeat that this undertaking is
for the Government and *he people of this
country a very great responsibility. As you know,
your Government was responsible
for
sponsoring this idea, so you are the sponsornation. The success of this experiment will
depend on the example set by the sponsornation. The League of Nations failed, because
the sponsor-nations were selfish and shortsighted. This time if the nations that have joined
together, and particularly the sponsor-nation,
avoid a selfish and short-sighted policy and
work on a moral basis, then I see no reason why
the experiment should not be a success.
I should like to emphasize again the
tremendous responsibility which Japan has
undertaken by becoming the sponsor-nation in
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this task. And when I talk of the responsibility of
the nation, I want also to stress the responsibility
of the youths. The youths of today will be the
nation and the leaders of tomorrow. An idea that
is welcomed and supported by the youths will
one day be supported by the whole nation. But
an idea which does not find support among the
youths will die a natural death. Therefore, their
responsibility for making this new order a
success devolves, in the last analysis, on the
youths of this country. I hope and pray and trust
that the youths and the students who are the
future representatives of the nation will realise
the tremendous moral responsibility which Japan
has undertaken in initiating this new order.
There may be people who doubt whether a
nation can rise to a high moral level, whether a
nation can be farsighted and unselfish and
undertake the work of establishing a new order.
I have every faith in mankind. If it is possible for
one individual to be unselfish, to live one's life
at a high moral level, I see no reason why an
entire nation cannot also rise to that level. In the
history of the world we have seen examples in
which a revolution has changed the mentality of
a whole nation and made it rise to a high level
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of morality. Therefore, if anybody has any doubt
whether an entire nation can rise to that level,
then do not share that doubt.
1 repeat, in conclusion, that the sponsor-nation
should realize the tremendous responsibility that
it has undertaken. This is a task not only for the
leaders and the politicians, but for the whole
nation and especially for those who are the
hopes of the nation the youths and the
students.
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REVERE GOD AND
LOVE MANKIND
From time immemorial man has looked up to
some Supernatural Power for strength, courage
and determination in times of distress and
sorrow. And in times of peace and happiness he
has tried to understand the Creator, himself and
of the universe around him. Different names
have been applied to this Power by different
people. But the vast majority of the civilised
people have accepted this Power as God. We
begin to realise the existence of the Creator
God—when we begin to contemplate the
marvellous universe around us, when we
consider its magnificence and beauty and when
we consider the regularity of the Laws of Nature
that are constantly working in and around us. We
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begin to realise God when we see and
experience His All-permeating Love and Grace.
Without His Love, without His Grace, without
His Mercy, man cannot live happily.
All over the world the vast masses of
population worship God in some form or other.
Some meditate upon him through images,
pictures, some try to meditate on this
supernatural power or being, while others try to
concentrate their minds on a God who is
formless. Whatever may be the line of approach
towards Him, and whatever may be the religious
denomination to which a person belongs, the
essential fact remains that all have accepted that
there is a God. He is the fountain head of
everything. He is the creator, protector and
destroyer of all living and dead material. God is
Omnipotent, Omnipresent and Omniscient. The
whole universe is within Him and He is
pervading all living or dead, and all good or
evil. God is great. He is Infinite, but He can
manifest Himself, through the finite and yet he is
not limited by Time and Space. He is Eternal. He
is merciful and responds to true and determined
human prayers. Ordinarily he is beyond the
reach of the senses and yet He has been
•
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perceived and even seem by Supermen whom
some call as Incarnations or Prophets. There is
no doubt that through deep and regular
meditation one gets that balance and peace of
mind which is not ordinarily obtainable—and
through such concentrated and sustained
meditation the Supermen realised God. We too
should devote a part of our time every day in
meditation upon Him. This would give us
courage, confidence, balanced judgment, love,
happiness and peace. We Indians have a glorious
tradition of spirituality. We should do all we can
to keep that ideal as a living force.
The relationship between God and Man may
be as sweet as that between a father and son,
between a friend and friend, and between a lover
and the beloved. Whenever one wants to do
anything one should meditate upon Him and try
to get an answer from Him for that purpose. If
sufficient concentration is exercised during the
meditation, He responds to our prayers at the
right moment. We must revere and love God.
We should certainly act and do things but we
should never do it for a selfish motive and in
every case we should leave the fruit of action for
Him to decide. It is a well known fact that God
*
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helps those who help themselves. One cannot get
God's blessings by doing nothing. One must
think and act rightly at the right time. Then we
would be able to see the beautiful unfolding of
His Grace which will give us peace and
happiness.
God is the ideal of life. He is man's guide and
philosopher. In order to relieve distress, destroy
the evil and protect the noble. He has manifested
Himself at different times and in different parts
of the World.
Man is the best creation of God. God is
present everywhere and so is present in every
individual. As God loves all His creation it is the
essential duty of man to love his fellow beings
without restriction of caste or creed. If one truly
reveres and loves God, one must love humanity
too. Through love of humanity and acting on
that principle, men can achieve great results, and
reach to very great heights. It is also a well
known fact that 'Love conquers all'. A person
may hate you but if you go on loving him
returning good for evil, a time must come when
normally he should respond to your sense of
love. Love should be the basis of all our actions
towards humanity. In spite of troubles, strife and
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wars, we see all around us in the World the
manifestations of His love and feel that that love
is all-permeating. It is up to us to love our own
fellow beings, do all we can to relieve their
misery and help them to have a better life,
physically, mentally and spiritually. This could
only be achieved through love of humanity.
DISCIPLINE
Discipline means instinctive obedience to laws
that relate to an individual and -acting in
conformity to them at the proper time and place.
Discipline for the soldier means implicit
obedience to laws and rules and upholding the
honour of the Army, irrespective of the fact
whether a senior officer is present or not at the
time.
Discipline is the foundation of the Army's
efficiency.
A true soldier is one who is really imbued
with the spirit of strictest discipline. With him
discipline is instinctive.
Discipline is the foundation for success.
Discipline is essential for all.
Discipline must be observed not merely by the
*

*
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soldier, but by us all in our day to day life. In
short it should regulate our life.
Discipline can not be acquired at moment's
notice. It has to be instilled and practised from
day to day and wherever occasion arises. It
depends upon the Father, Mother, the Teacher
and the Commander how they instil the spirit of
discipline into those who are under their care.
Good personality and courteous but firm
behaviour on their part will go a long way in
instilling discipline even amongst the rough and
the uncouth. But to a great extent the ultimate
practice of discipline depends largely upon the
individual himself particularly when he is grown
up. If the foundation of character is laid down in
childhood, properly by the parents and teacher
and if the child comes from a good stock,
imbibing of the spirit of discipline and carrying
it out into practice, will be comparatively easier
than if the case was just the opposite. Still by
constant and intensive training and by courteous
and firm handling, a rough stone as an untrained
or uneducated person is, can be made good and
polished to shine like a brilliant gem, as an
accomplished person should be.
A well disciplined Army, can achieve marvels
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in face of heavy odds. Examples of such
achievements are present throughout the period
of human history. It was the well disciplined
army of Nippon which conquered 203 Metre Hill
in the siege of Port Arthur against stupendous
difficulties. It was the well disciplined army of
Nippon which won the battle of Mukden against
a much larger Russian Force. Similarly it was
the sense of discipline which enabled small
groups of Rajputs and Mahrattas to fight against
heavier odds. It was this spirit of discipline
which enabled Chand Bibi to defend her Fortress
successfully.
In a struggle like that of ours, success can
only be achieved when every single individual is
instilled with the spirit of discipline individually
as well as collectively until it becomes almost
instinctive. Therefore every individual must be
individually taken care of in this respect, just as
the smallest part of a machinery, say of a factory,
has got to be carefully looked after in order that
the whole installation may work smoothly.
I

POINTS
1. Always speak the truth, a liar is never
respected.
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2. Always uphold the honour of the Army.
man must exercise initiative and
determination in his work.
4. Always respect the honour of those who are
under your protection.
All lawful commands must be obeyed.
Be loyal to your seniors.
Be punctual. Never be late on your work.
Discharge your duties faithfully.
9. Exercise daily.
10. First obey and then you will learn how to
command.
11. Give up your seat for a senior or a lady
when in gathering or in a conference.
12. Give credit to your leader for any
achievement in an action, no matter how
much you may have done
13. Have confidence in yourself.
16. Keep secrets closely guarded.
15. Keep your appointments.
16. Loyalty and co-operation leads to
success.
17. Maintain strict self-discipline. This is the
foundation of success in life.
18. Make Unity, Faith and Sacrifice your
life's motto.
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19. Obey orders implicitly and carry them out
intelligently.
20. Respect the honour of a woman like that
of Your mother.
21 Resist temptation manfully.
you are
unable to resist, get away from the
temptation.
22. Trust in God and do the right.
23. When travelling in a tram car or bus, give
up your seat for an elderly man, woman
or child. Never rush.
24. When there are large number of people to
get something, say tickets in the railway
station, or cinema, stand in a queue.
25 Don't betray confidence.
26. Don't discuss your seniors. This is bad
discipline. Remember, if you do, you too
may be discussed by your subordinates.
27 Don't get drunk and make a fool of
yourself. Alcohol is neither a food nor
a necessity.
28. Don't relax until you have achieved your
objective and have consolidated it.
29. Don't hesitate to admit a mistake. It will
show up courage and character
30. Don't express disagreement in a
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gathering or conference against your
leader. If you have divergence of views,
settle it up with him first.
31. Don't break up a queue and rush forward.
32. Never dishonour yourself; death is
preferable.
33. Never lose your character. A characterless
man is dangerous and is a disgrace.
34. Never put off till to-morrow what you can
do to-day. Remember a stitch in time
saves nine.
35. Never vacillate. Vacillation is the
deathknell to success.

PUNCTUALITY
Punctuality means strict adherence to the
appointed time. In the practical field punctuality
means performance of work at the time fixed for
the purpose. Adherence to the time schedule in
the performance of work in the daily life of an
individual is of very great significance,
particularly, if he wants to achieve success; and
for the Army it is of utmost importance for its
efficiency and succes in warfare.
Every individual must have an appointed time
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to get up from his bed in the morning and go to
bed at night. He must go for calls of nature early
in the morning and have his ablutions at the time
fixed for the purpose. Similarly, he should take
his meals at the appointed time. Adherence to all
these, trains the body and you feel the calls of
nature as well as appetite at the time to which
you accustom yourself.
Punctuality leads to great economy in time
and time is money. Lack of punctuality in our
daily life seriously interferes with our work and
efficiency. For example if we do not go for calls
of nature first thing in the morning our bowels
remain constipated; we may get a call of nature
at the time when we cannot leave our work or at
a place where there are no facilities. Similarly,
with regard to food and sleep. If we do not stick
to a time schedule, we may feel hungry at a time
when no food is available or we may go back to
our place of eating so late that only cold food
may be available or even none at all. Similarly,
if we do not go to bed in time we cannot get
sufficient rest during the night and cannot
therefore, get up early in the morning, which
again interferes with our effciency and work on
the following day.
*
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Punctuality in all these habits means
maintenance and even improvement of health.
This puts into us a certain amount of reserve
power which we may need when on account of
the exigencies of service we are unable to
strictly adhere to the time routine of our daily
life.
Punctuality is of utmost importance at the
time of a crisis. Famous battles have been lost
and empires have been ruined "because of the
lack of punctuality. It was five minutes delay of
Marshal Ney, to reach the battle-field of
Waterloo, that Napoleon lost that famous battle
in the history of the world and the first French
Empire was lost.
Nature herself works in a time schedule.
Seasons come at regular intervals in the fixed
period of the year. Summer never occurs when it
is time for winter. Machinery made by man also
performs its duties at the rates adjusted by man
himself. It goes on functioning to the correct
time at the speed fixed for it. There is no reason
why man should not adhere to a time schedule
and be punctual in the performance of his work.
The following points may be remembered in
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this connection:
1. Be honest in all your dealings and work, for
it is the best policy.
2. Conserve energy and resources.
3. Discharge your duties faithfully.
4. Fight hard for your country.
5. Take precautionary measures always in
time, whether it is against disease,
enemy attacks or politics. Remember,
prevention is better than cure.
6. Work hard and with devotion. Hard work
never kills a man.
7. Knowledge is power, acquire it.
8. Never betray your Motherland.
9. Never put off till to-morrow what you can
do to-day.
10. Never vacillate. Vacillation is the
deathknell of success.
*

i

CHARACTER
Character is the sum total of one's own actions
and is the outward expression of the mental
faculties which are working within us. In order,
therefore, to develop a good character the mind
must be properly trained. Our minds must work
*
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under a good influence. The two of the best such
influences are (i) personal example and (ii)
precept by education imparted by a person who
is properly qualified to do so. Precept has a
much greater effect on the individual when it is
followed up by personal example by the person
who imparts such education to the individual. In
any case the educator must be in a position to
influence the individual who receives the
education.
Undoubtedly the foundation of character is
laid in childhood. But it is also true that later
influences do have an effect on character which
may change and develop in an entirely new
manner, particularly if such influences are
psychological in nature.
The value of a man is according to the
character he possesses. The way he lives, the
way he behaves, the way he deals with his
fellow human beings, nay the way he deals with
all that is living, shows his character. A lot of
human character is inherent in the individual to
begin with, that is, he begins to show early signs
of his character even in his childhood but a very
great deal can be moulded by suitable education
and environmental influences.
*
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Character can be developed by imparting
suitable education at proper times in a
methodical manner and by personal examples
particularly of those in authority. We can mould
the character of our men a very great deal. We
should make every effort to build up our own
character.
A man with good character will do the right
thing in the right way and at the right time and
place. He will not demean himself or do wrong
deliberately. For the developing of character, one
has to put the individual in possession of
necessary knowledge.
The indiuidual with a firm character will
never fail temptations, will never betray
cofidence, will nover easily retreat from the field
of battle and will never become a traitor to his
Mother-country. On the other hand, a
characterless person is not only useless but is
dangerous too. He can never command the
respect of the men. Nor can he be fully trusted.
From the above it is evident, that to ourselves
and to the world outside, our personal character
is of the utmost importance.
We must remember that character is built up
gradually as a result of our daily thoughts, habits

•
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and actions. The better these are, the better is our
character. It is a well known saying that you sow
an idea and reap a thought, you sow a thought
and reap an action, sow an action and reap a
habit and sow a habit and reap a character.
It is therefore essential that we give close
attention to the details of daily life of our own
and try our best to avoid doing anything which
is likely to have any undesirable effect on our
character. The more we are careful in such
matters, the better would be the devolopment of
our character.
The following points would be emphasised in
this connection :
1. Discipline—Obedience of Orders; carrying
out one's duties faithfully.
2. Habit of punctuality in taking food,
carrying out ablutions at the proper time,
in arriving on duty or parade in time etc.
3. Protecting the honour of women or of
those under our protection.
4. Attacking the enemy bravely without any
fear what-so-ever.
5. Intense Love of Our Motherland.
6. Burning National Spirit.
•
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7. Sense of Justice and Equity.
8. Tolerance to Religious Feelings of others.
9. Broad outlook of Universal Brotherhood.
10. Achievement of Independence of your
Motherland should be your sole
objective. Devote your heart and soul to
it.
11. Administer justice, tempered with mercy.
12. Always speak the truth: a liar is never
respected.
13. Always encourage the spirit of the young
men. Remember the spirit is mighter
than the sword.
14. Always respect the honour of those who
are under your protection.
15. Always stand up when a senior comes in.
16. Always be polite. It costs nothing.
17. Be tolerant to the opinions of others.
18. Be honest in all your dealings and work
for it is the best policy.
19. Be loyal to your seniors.
20. Be punctual. Never be late on your work.
21. Cultivate the spirit of self help.
22. Cultivate the spirit of chivalry. Remember
that the spirit of Indian chivalry is
famous, in history.
i
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Fight hard for your country.
Keep secrets closely guarded.
Live and let live.
Love and respect men and they will love
and respect you.
27. Maintain strict self-discipline. This is the
foundation of success.
28. Make Unity, Faith and sacrifice your
life's motto.
29. Have healthy recreation and exercise.
These are excellent safeguards against
veneral diseases.
30. Respect the honour of a woman like that
of your mother.
31. Religion pertains to the individual.
is
what you live.
32. Resist temptation manfully.
you are
unable to resist, get away from the
temptation.
33. Rudeness is a sign of lack of self-control
and low breeding.
34. Rectify a wrong whenever you can; it is
never too late to mend.
35. Show the utmost toleration in matters
religious.
. Trust in God and do the right.
23.
24.
25.
26.
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37. Work hard and with devotion. Hard work
never kills a man.
38. When travelling in a tram car or bus, give
up your seat for an elderly man, woman
or child. Never rush.
39. Don't be defeated by failure in a good
cause. Try again and again.
40. Don't betray confidence.
41. Don't get drunk and make a fool of
yourself. Alcohal is neither a food nor a
necessity.
42. Don't hesitate to take the initiative in a
good cause.
43. Don't kill your conscience.
44. Don't brag or boast about your
capabilities.
45. Don't hesitate to admit a mistake. It will
show up your courage and character.
46. Don't dishonour a fallen enemy.
47. Never dishonour yourself; death is
preferable.
48. Never loose your character.
characterless man is dangerous and is a
disgrace.
49. Never betray your Motherland.
50. Never put off till to-morrow what you can
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51.
52.
53.

54.

do to-day. Remember, a stitch in time
saves nine.
Never vacillate. Vacillation is the
deathknell of success.
Never backbite or carry tales. It demeans
you and lowers your self respect.
Whenever you wish to throw mud on
others, remember a little of it sticks on
to your fingers.
Don't use profane language or commit a
bad deed. Remember, every profane
word you speak or bad deed you do,
leaves a track in your brain which
predisposes you to repeat them. Be
careful.

LOVE OF MOTHERLAND
Whether an individual is civilised or uncivilised,
he likes and LOVES the country in which he is
born. This is normal and should be so. Only
when there is perversion, extreme ignorance or
racial prejudice that one does not love the
country where he is born. For example, no
Englishman, born in India will call himself an
Indian. Yet, if he is born in Australia or Canada
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he will call himself an Australian or a Canadian.
This is due to sheer prejudice aginst Indians. It
is well-known that even a wild animal does not
easily leave its lair. Even the semi-civilised
peoples love their hearth and home. The more a
person is civilised the greater should be his love
of his motherland. If he has got that, his National
Spirit rises and he is capable of offering the
highest sacrifice if it is required of him for the
sake of Motherland.
In all free countries, the spirit of Love of
Motherland is nurtured right from the beginning,
i.e., it is infused amongst the children of the
nation, so that by the time they reach manhood,
they are fully imbued with this unshakable love
for their Mother-country. (Home sweet home).
This love for the homeland serves as a
BULWARK against foreign invasion or
domination by other countries, for the people
imbued with such love for their own country will
never yield to others and agree to be enslaved. It
was this love of Motherland which roused the
National Spirit of the Greeks and thus enabled
time and again a much smaller number of them,
to save their country being conquered by a far
superior number of Persians.
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This love for the Motherland gives a great
fillip for National Service, whether it be in
educating his own country-men in industrialising
the country, in joining the military service
particularly in times of danger, in improving the
agriculture of the country, in looking after the
sick and destitute or in the promotion of general
welfare of the people.
This love for the Motherland kindles in the
mind of the individual, the spirit of SACRIFICE
for the humanity in general and for his own
people in particular. The love of Motherland
enables a person to rise to great heights and put
up at the service of the country all that he
possesses. In other words, it engenders the noble
spirit of Sacrifice, which we need so much at
this juncture. It enables an individual to undergo
great hardships and suffering. Our great leaders
of the Congress have demonstrated that by their
noble personal examples. Tens of thousands
have sacrificed their lives. Hundreds of
thousands have suffered jail, incarcerations and
fines. We should be grateful to them and learn a
most excellent lesson from them in this spirit of
sacrifice for our Motherland.
There are many examples of utmost
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branch of Mathematics. It was in our country
where the decimal system of Mathematics was
also evolved. It was in our country where the
game of Polo originated. Indian chivalry has also
been famous in history. Indian woman-hood is
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second to none in their chastity and virtue. And
there is not a kinder and devoted mother than the
Indian. It was India which led the world for
centuries in commerce and shipping. Indian
muslin and cotton goods were famous,
throughout the world.
Our country has the highest mountains and
possesses some of the most beautiful and
gorgeous NATURAL SCENERIES in the world,
has a large number of majestic rivers which
have provided water for the irrigation of vast
cornfields, that we possess from time
immemorial. Our country possesses nearly every
natural resource, that is required by man. Our
country can produce all that is required in our
daily life. But we have been prevented and
thwarted from doing so by the British.
OUR ARTS AND CRAFTS have been
unsurpassed in the world. The sculpture and
paintings of our Motherland have been unique
and a type by themselves. A country which
possesses the Taj, the Temples of Madura and
Ellora, Dilwara, the Pearl Mosque of Agra and
the magnificent paintings in the cave temples of
Ajanta can well be proud of its achievements.
is in India, that for the first time, it was
i
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proved scientifically that there is actual life even
among the plants. It is in India that the science
of astronomy was developed, in the ancient
times and that knowledge imparted to other
countries.
It is our civilisation which preached for the
first time, in the history of mankind the principle
of UNIVERSAL RELATIONSHIP. It is our
civlisation which grew up by the unique process
of synthesis, that is, by assimilation and not by
analysis as in case of the western civilisation.
We should keep this genius alive and make it
again a powerful living force. It is our
Motherland who gave shelter to all who came in
to seek refuge. Are not those factors a glorious
heritage?
A country which has produced a series of
greatmen from time immemorial is certainly not
a country to be derided. A country which has
produced even during the modern times GREAT
LEADERS like Mahatma Gandhi, Maulana
Azad, S. C. Bose and Nehru, great poets and
philosophers like Tagore and Iqbal; great
Scientists like J. C. Bose and P. C. Roy; great
industrialists like Tatas and Hirachand, is
certainly as glorious as any other country in the
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world. We ought to be proud of our Motherland.
We must free her now. If we do that, we will be
able to regain our legitimate position in the
comity of the nations of the world. We must
prove to the world that our ZEAL AND LOVE
for our dear Motherland is second to none. We
must not leave any stone unturned for achieving
the freedom of our Motherland. We must not
shirk from any sacrifice that we may be called
upon to make, for achieving the independence
of our Motherland. We must realise that no
sacrifice is too great or too high. We must trust
in God and go on doing our utmost until we
achieve that goal. We should have complete faith
in Him that He will guide us on the true path if
we too strive our best. God helps those who help
themselves.
We have a glorious past and tradition of
which we can be well proud of. But we must
never rest on our oars. It is upto us now to
REACH AND SURPASS THAT SUMMIT.
While bearing in mind the past we must create a
better future even. And of the latter our first and
foremost duty is to redeem our Motherland from
her slavery and bondage. We can DO SO if we
have that intense fire of love for our
*
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Motherland

India.

The following points may be remembered in
this connection :
. Achievement of independence of your
Motherland should be your sole
objective. Devote your heart and soul to
t

it.

Administer justice, tempered with mercy.
Always encourage the spirit of young men.
Remember, the spirit is mightier than the
sword.
Always uphold the honour of the Army.
Always be polite. It costs nothing, and yet
you can be firm.
Be an optimist, courageous and self-reliant
in life.
Be tolerant to the opions of others.
Cultivate an outlook of Universal
brotherhood.
. Discharge your duties faithfully.
10. Fight hard for your country.
11. Have confidence in yourself.
12. Keep secrets closely guarded.
13. Make Unity, Faith and Sacrifice your
life's motto.
4
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23. Never loose your character. A
characterless man is dangerous and is a
disgrace.
24. Never betray your Motherland.

NATIONAL SPIRIT
National spirit means the feeling by which a
person is thrilled when he considers himself to
belong to a particular nation. It rouses all that is
*
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best in him. It may be likened to the blossoming
out of a bud into a fully developed flower. Just
as a person should feel proud that he belongs to
a particular family, he should be much more so
to feel that he belongs to a particular nation.
National Spirit need not necessarily be always
aggressive, but certainly it should never be
subservient. It is true, that it is better to have a
wider outlook and love of humanity as a whole.
Nevertheless, in order to have orderly progress,
one has got to organize and make co-ordinated
efforts. For that reason alone organization has to
be on a National basis. But that does not exclude
love and tolerance for other nations and for his
fellow human beings in general. On the other
hand, if a person is truly imbued with the
National Spirit, he ought not to be blind to the
claims of others. National Spirit is not mere
selfishness, on the other hand, it should rouse
within oneself the highest feelings for the
humanity in general and for his own nation in
particular. National Spirit gives tremendous
strength to the people of a nation Politically,
Economically, Socially and Militarily,
encourages the desire to Serve one's own nation
in the best way one can. It may be in the field of
*
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education, it may be in the domain of
economics, it may be in rendering help to the
sick and needy etc. In other words, true National
Spirit engenders the spirit of Service. And much
more so in times of danger from foreign
invasion or political or economic domination by
other nations. National Spirit rouses tremendous
feelings for ones own countrymen and helps in
safe-guarding the interests. National Spirit spurs
a man to do heroic deeds. National Spirit
harnessed properly caft yield marvellous results.
It can help in overcoming insuperable
difficulties, privations can be endured for a very
long time, economic resources can be mobilised
smoothly without much grumbling and
l
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become adult men and women, it is
comparatively easier to rouse such National
Spirit and organise them both in times of peace
and war. National Spirit when properly imbibed
prevents a man from becoming a traitor and
selling his country to a foreigner. Thus, it serves
a great National purpose. Many critical
situations have been saved through rousing this
National Spirit. Nepoleon roused the spirit of the
Frenchmen after his accession to power and was
able to conquer a large part of Europe. Kitchener
was able to raise millions of men to form the
British army during the last World War, which in
the beginning only amounted to about three
hundred thousand men. It was National Spirit
which enabled the Nipponese Nation to win the
last Russo-Japanese War. It was the National
Spirit which enabled these Nipponese soldiers to
act like human bombs at Shanghai and blow
themselves up into bits and thus cause a breach
in the embankment which was holding up the
Japanese Army from advancing upon the enemy,
is the National Spirit which has enabled and
strengthened Japan to challenge and defeat so far
the combined might of Anglo-American Powers.
We must, therefore, be able to appreciate the true
*
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significance of National Spirit at this juncture.
It is the rise of National Spirit in India which
has enabled us, Indians to carry out a most
difficult struggle for the achievement of
Independence of our Mother country. We must
feel proud to be Indians. The greater this
National Spirit is roused now, the easier it would
be for us to achieve the final success. We must,
therefore, infuse into the minds of our men the
significance of National Spirit and try our
utmost to rouse in them this noble Spirit, so that
they may be more amenable to co-ordinated
action, less liable to be influenced by factional
interests and may be prepared to offer the
supreme sacrifice when the time comes.
The following points should be remembered
in this connection :
1. Achievement of Independence of your
Motherland should be your sole
objective. Devote your heart and soul to
it.
2. Always encourage the spirit of young men.
Remember, the spirit is mightier than the
sword.
3. Always uphold the honour of the Indian
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National Army.
4. Always respect the honour of those who are
under your protection.
5. Always stand up when seniors come in.
6. Be an optimist, courageous and self-reliant
in life.
7. Cultivate the spirit of self-help.
8. Cultivate the spirit of chivalry. Remember
that the spirit of Indian chivalry is
famous in history.
9. Discharge your duties faithfully.
10. Fight hard for your country.
11. Have confidence in your-self.
12. Keep secrets closely guarded.
13. Love and respect men and they will love
and respect you.
14. Make unity, Faith and Sacrifice your life's
motto.
15. Resist temptation manfully. If you are
unable to resist, get away from the
temptation.
16. Show the utmost toleratron in matters
religious.
17. Take good care of the lives and welfare
of those under your care. Remember,
you are responsible for them.
I
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18. Trust in God and do the right.
19. Work hard and with devotion. Hard work
never kills man.
20. You should feel proud that you are
Indians.
21. Don't be defeated by failure in a good
cause. Try again and again.
22. Don't betray confidence.
23. Don't get drunk and make a fool of
yourself. Alcohol is neither a food nor a
necessity.
24. Don't hesitate to take the initiative in a
good cause.
25. Don't dishonour a fallen enemy.
26. Never dishonour yourself; death is
preferable.
27. Never lose your character. A characterless
man is dangerous and is a disgrace.
28. Never betray your Motherland.
•
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